
Yang Style Taijidao (13 Power Sabre) 楊式十三勢太極刀  
Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (馬希奇)

I. Taijidao Thirteen Sabre Energies1

太極刀十三勁2

Eight Gates Sabre Energies 八門刀勁

1. Chop         kǎn  砍  ☰
2. Split            pī  劈 ☷
3. Thrust      zhā  扎 ☵
4. Slice    chàn  剗 ☲

5. Clip    duò 刴 ☱
6. Intercept    jié  截 ☳
7. Shave    guā  刮 ☴
8. Rasp    lǚ 捛 ☶

Five Phases Sabre Energies 五行刀勁

9. Lift-up   liāo  撩  金
10. Slip-down   huá  滑 水
11. Obstruct    lán  攔 木
11. Incite    shān  搧 火
13. Bind    chán  纏 土

II. Taijijdao 13 Part Sabre Structure3 
十三段太極刀的構造

1) Pommel       bǐngtóu          柄頭 
2) Handle     bǐng                     柄
3) Finger-side Guard     zhǐhùshǒu         指護手 
4) Thumb-side Guard    bòhùshǒu             擘護手

5) Blade-edge     dāorèn          刀刃
6) Blade-spine     dāojí                    刀脊
7) Tip-point      fēng           鋒
8) Tip-edge     fēng rèn         鋒刃

9) Near Inner flat    jìn lǐ yāo dāo         近裡腰刀
10) Far Inner flat    yuǎn lǐ yāo dāo    遠裡腰刀
11) Near Outer flat    wài yāo dāo         近外腰刀
12) Far Outer flat    yuǎn wài yāo dāo 遠外腰刀
13) Blood groove    xuècáo                 血槽

III. Yang Style Taijidao (13 Poem)4
楊式太極刀动作全图

1. Seven Stars, Ride Tiger, Change the Blade
2. Make way, Flash Out, Spir- it Rise! 
3. Gaze-left, Look-right, Hands Draw Bow
4. White Crane Spreads Wings, Five-phase Palm
5. Wind Sweeps Hid- den Lo- tus Leaves
6. Jade Maid Weaves Eight Ways the Loom
7. Three Stars O- pen Close at Will
8. Two Feet Thrash Kick! Ti- ger Strike
9. Hang- ing, Slant-ing, Wild Duck Kick
10. Follow Water, Push Boat, Blade Like Whip
11. Lower Three Join-up, Free- dom Calls
12. Left, Right, Part Stream, Dragon Gate Leap!
13. Bian Brings Jade Stone, Phoenix Flies Home

IV. Yang Style Taijidao Applications (in 13 Parts5)

楊式太極刀十三段法实用假设练习

    1. Ⓐ/Ⓑ Preparation Posture
2. Ⓐ Split Shoulder  3. Ⓑ Clip Inner Wrist ㊍
5. Ⓐ Intercept Outer Wrist ㊋  4. Ⓑ Thrust to Belly
6. Ⓐ Slash Waist  7. Ⓑ Clip Outer Wrist ㊏
9. Ⓐ Intercept Under Wrist ㊎ 8. Ⓑ Sever Throat

11. Ⓐ Intercept Over Wrist ㊌ 10. Ⓑ Chop Leg
  12. Ⓐ/Ⓑ Pull Back  
         13. Ⓐ/Ⓑ Closing Form



1 Taiji sabre is also known as ʻthirteen power sabreʼ (shísān shì dāo 十三勢刀). A thirteen power structure (4+4=8+5=13) 
similar to that found in taijiquan barehand study can be found within the sabre energies. 
Regarding the eight gates sabre energies: the first four ʻsquare energiesʼ are expressed as direct, ʻat-targetʼ cuts. They are long, 
powerful attacks from a distance, generally at the opponentʼs body or arm as it advances. The ʻdiagonal energiesʼ are smaller, 
discrete, ʻstaccatoʼ blade actions which nick, grind or abrade the opponent, generally at the wrist or forearm but also on the body.
The five phases are expressed as blade control strategies following the wuxing (wǔxíng 五行) ʻengenderingʼ and ʻcontrolʼ cycles:
The engendering cycle: lift-up (metal 金) leads to slip-down (water 水); leads to obstruct (wood 木); leads to inciting (fire 
火); leads to binding (earth 土). The control cycle: lift-up (metal 金) overcomes obstruct (wood 木); obstruct overcomes 
binding (earth 土); binding overcomes slip-down (water 水); slip-down overcomes inciting (fire 火); inciting overcomes lift-up.

2 The original order for the thirteen sabre energies from Chen Yanlinʼs (陳炎林)1943 manual: Taiji Boxing, Sabre, Sword, 
Pole, Sparring Compiled (Taiji Quan, Dao, Jian, Gun, Sanshou Hebian 太極拳刀劍桿散手) was:
1.kǎn 砍 2.duò 刴 3.chàn 剗 4.jié 截 5.guā 刮 6.liāo 撩 7.zhā 扎 8.lǚ 捛 9.pī 劈 10.chán 纏 11.shān 搧 12.攔 13.huá 滑

3 Other sabre parts include the scabbard (dāoqiào 刀鞘) and flag (dāoqí 刀旗). While both have function practically, aesthetically 
and martially, neither is essential to the function of the taijidao.

4 Yáng shì Tàijídāo Dòngzuò Quán Tú: Yang-style Taiji Sabre Complete Movement Guide. This translation in English preserves 
the cadence of the Chinese original each line of which is something like the alphabet song in English but without melody 
i.e. ʻA-B-C-D-E-F-Gʼ. Underlined words are pronounced in a single beat as if they are only one syllable.

5 Although this is the same ten movement sparring form known as: ʻYang-style Taijidao Applications Theory Practiceʼ, but 
here the preparation and closing movements are enumerated as is customary in most taijiquan forms. 
Fu Zhongwen counts the form using five wrist cuts. Ⓐʼs three wrist attacks are ʻinterceptionsʼ, while Ⓑ ʻclipsʼ the wrist twice.
The drill mostly alternates between the smaller ʻdiagonalʼ or ʻyuʼ energies; ʼclipʼ and ʻinterceptʼ (intercept can be blended 
with ʻshaveʼ and ʻraspʼ) and the larger ʻsquareʼ or ʻzhengʼ attacks—ʻsplitʼ, ʻthrustʼ, ʻslashʼ and ʻseverʼ (the latter two are 
variations of ʻchopʼ and ʻsliceʼ). The large cuts feature five variations in blade position: blade down (ʻsplitʼ), blade up 
(ʻthrustʼ), blade flat inside (ʻslashingʼ), blade flat inside (ʻseveringʼ); blade flat outside (ʻchoppingʼ).
The small cut is mostly used as an ingress to the larger attack. For example:
After Ⓐ ʻsplitsʼ Ⓑ ʻclipsʼ then immediately follows with a ʻthrustʼ. Ⓐ responds with ʻinterceptʼ and directly with ʻslashʼ.
Thus the form is in itself a study of the alternating four square and four diagonal energies of the sabre within a five phase 
structure.
The five ʻzhengʼ attacks are:
Ⓐ Split Shoulder; Ⓑ Thrust to Belly; Ⓐ Slash Waist; Ⓑ Sever Throat; Ⓑ Chop Leg
The five ʻyuʼ attacks are:
Ⓑ Clip Inner Wrist; Ⓐ Intercept Outer Wrist; Ⓑ Clip Outer Wrist; Ⓐ Intercept Under Wrist; Ⓐ Intercept Over Wrist.

The sequence of five ‘yu’ attacks follows the five phases sabre energies engendering series:
Ⓑʼs ʻClip Inner Wristʼ is ʻobstructʼ (wood 木); Ⓐʼs ʻIntercept Outer Wristʼ is ʻfanʼ (fire 火)(ʻfanʼ another translation for 
ʻshānʼ 搧); Ⓑʼs ʻClip Outer Wristʼ is ʻentangleʼ (earth 土)(ʻentangleʼ is another translation of ʻ chán’ 纏); Ⓐʼs ʻIntercept 
Under Wristʼ corresponds to ʻLift-upʼ (metal 金); finally, Ⓐ’s ʻIntercept Over Wrist’ is ‘slip-down’ (water 水).
The ʻyuʼ attacks, in relation to the ʻzhengʼ attacks, also follow the five phases control sequence:
Ⓑʼs ʻClip Inner Wristʼ (wood 木) overcomes Ⓐʼs ʻSplitʼ (earth 土); Ⓐʼs ʻIntercept Outer Wrist’ (fire 火) overcomes Ⓑʼs 
ʻThrust to Belly’ (metal 金); Ⓑʼs ʻClip Outer Wrist’ (earth 土) overcomes Ⓐʼs ʻSlash Waist’ (water 水); Ⓐ’s ‘Intercept Under 
Wrist’ (metal 金) overcomes Ⓑʼs ʻSever Throat’ (wood 木); and finally, Ⓐ’s ̒ Intercept Over Wrist’ (water 水) overcomes  Ⓑʼs 
ʻChop Leg’ (fire 火). [Where the ʻyuʼ attacks correspond to the actions of five phases sabre energies, the ʻzhengʼ attacks 
are more conceptual, the element reflecting the energy. ʻSplitʼ correlates with ʻearth ㊏ʼ as in: ʻsplit toward the ground; 
or, ʻThrust to Bellyʼ as ʻmetal ㊎’ refers to the metal of the sabre being thrust; ʻSlash Waistʼ is ʻwater ㊌’ since the waist 
is the container of the bodyʼs water; ʻSever Throatʼ is like chopping a tree, hence ʻwood ㊍’; ‘Chop Leg’ is performed by 
the same player who performed the just mentioned ‘wood’ cut’—which ‘ignites’—swooshing down like flame for ‘fire ㊋’.]


